Summary. This paper is concerned with assessing the quality of work-space maps. While there has been much work in recent years on building maps of field settings, little attention has been given to endowing a machine with introspective competencies which would allow assessing the reliability/plausibility of the representation. We classify regions in 3D point-cloud maps into two binary classes -"plausible" or "suspicious". In this paper we concentrate on the classification of urban maps and use a Conditional Random Fields to model the intrinsic qualities of planar patches and crucially, their relationship to each other. A bipartite labelling of the map is acquired via application of the Graph Cut algorithm. We present results using data gathered by a mobile robot equipped with a 3D laser range sensor while operating in a typical urban setting.
Introduction and Background
Robust localisation, efficient navigation and exploration are essential competencies in mobile robotics. These capabilities crucially depend on an internal representation of an agent's workspace. Good theoretical progress in understanding the fundamentals of the mapping problem (including its parent problem -SLAM) has benefitted in particular the field robotics domain where a-priori maps are hard to come by and external navigation infrastructure is expensive or inconvenient to install. It comes as no surprise then, that the mapping of unknown environments has been and continues to be the focus of intense research. The past two decades have seen approaches to detecting loop closure while mapping (see, for example, [9] ) as well as attempts to mapping dynamic environments [10] , [14] .
While recent mapping techniques are reasonably successful at building consistent representations of less complex workspaces, local map inconsistencies and errors are still commonplace in more complex environments. This is particularly problematic outdoors, where large distances lead to increased odometry error and the presence of dynamic objects such as pedestrians, cars or even leaves moving in the wind can lead to spurious sensor readings. Despite this known inadequacy of mapping algorithm, hardly any effort has been expended to determine the quality of a map once it is built. Clearly, the ability of automatically detecting possibly spurious workspace representations is of value, both for diagnostic purposes as well as an additional source of information about the affected area of the workspace itself.
This work aims to addresses this lack of introspection by introducing a procedure to measure the quality of 3D laser maps of complex urban environments. The approach makes explicit use of the artificial nature of these work-spaces by focusing on geometric features which are commonly found in man-made environments. The intuition is that most parts of the world can be represented by planar structures where a correctly rendered point-cloud produces a well-defined, non-intersecting -almost 'crisp' -image of the environment. Thus, the approach first segments the given 3D point-cloud map into plane patches consisting of a subset of the original points. A context-sensitive classification framework is then employed to classify these plane patches according to the plausibility of their being rendered correctly. While numerous techniques are available in the area of classification, each with their merits and demerits [18] , [7] , capturing contextual information has been shown to work effectively in the framework of Conditional Random Fields [13] , [15] , [1] , [17] . Hence this work uses conditional random fields for the purpose of classification. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of Conditional Random Fields. Section 3 develops and describes the actual method of classification of the map and Section 4 describes the application of the approach to laser data from a large urban environment.
Conditional Random Fields
A Markov random field is an undirected graphical model which has a set of nodes each of which corresponds to a random variable or group of variables, as well as a set of links each of which connects a pair of nodes [4] , [3] , [8] , [11] . A conditional random field (CRF) can be viewed as a Markov random field globally conditioned on the random variable representing the observation sequence [19] .
Consider a labelling problem consisting of a network of N nodes that represent the random variable, X, over the data sequence . Let these nodes be labelled by the random variable Y and have K possible labels: y i ∈ {1, ..., K}. X and Y are jointly distributed. However, Lafferty et al. [13] developed a conditional model p(y|x) that represented directly the conditional distribution of labels given the data sequence and did not require explicit modelling of the marginal p(x). This conditional model became more suitable for classification tasks with overlapping attributes as it made no assumptions about the dependency structure [15] .
Formally, a CRF can be defined as follows. Consider a graph G = (V, E), such that Y = (y i ) i∈V or Y is indexed by the vertices in G. When conditioned on X, if Y obeys the Markov property with respect to G, then (X, Y ) is a CRF. This can be written as p(
, where w ∼ v implies that w and v are neighbors in G. This graphical structure can be used to factorize the distribution into positive potential functions that operate on a subset of nodes. To ensure that the potential functions fulfill the conditional independence criteria of undirected graphical models, the concept of fully connected sub-graph or clique is introduced. The potential functions operate on the set of nodes that form a clique and the conditional distribution is factorized into a product of clique potentials φ c (x c , y c , ) where c ∈ C is a clique in the set of cliques C and x c and y c are the nodes and its labels in that clique. This factorization is written as
where Z(x) is the partition function (normalization constant) given by Z(x) = The potential function represents the constraints on the configuration or the "compatibility" between the nodes in the clique. Typically, for ease of notation, pairwise CRFs are considered and hence the maximal clique is of size two. This implies that each clique has local or node potentials, φ i (x i , y i ) for each node i, and pairwise or edge potentials,φ ij (x ij , y i , y j ) for an edge between nodes i and j. The conditional distribution can now be written as
where Z(x) is the partition function given by y
, N is the number of nodes, E is the set of edges {ij}(i < j) in the graph, φ i (x i , y i ) is the node or unary potential, φ ij (x ij , y i , y j ) is the edge or binary potential.
Using the Hammersley-Clifford fundamental theorem of random fields [13] , the potential functions can now take the form
where f k and g k are vectors of local and pairwise features respectively and Θ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , ..., µ k ; λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ k ) are the parameters or weights to be estimated from training data. Typically, the user designs the feature functions which are often real-valued or binary and the importance of each feature is represented in the weights. The above form of the potential functions guarantees non-negative values for the potentials.
There are two steps involved in using a CRF for the purpose of classification, namely, the parameter learning step and the inference step. The parameter learning step involves the estimation of the parameters Θ from training data. All cliques are made to share the same parameters to reduce the amount of training data inria-00201216, version 1 -27 Dec 2007 required. Consider a training set {x (t) , y (t) } that are independently and identically distributed. The distribution in equation (3) over all the training data as a function of the parameter set Θ, is the likelihood given by p({y (t) }|{x (t) }, Θ). The techniques maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) or maximum a priori estimation (MAP) can be used to estimate the parameter values from the training data. Typically, the logarithm of the likelihood is used for estimation. The log-likelihood for a CRF is given by
The above function is concave and hence there is a guaranteed convergence to the global maximum/minimum [19] . Parameter estimation in CRFs is an actively researched field and there exist various techniques. In this work, the maximum psuedo-likelihood method has been used to train the parameter set Θ. For more details about this method, please refer [15] , [2] . Once parameters have been estimated in the learning step, they can be used to infer the labels of an unlabelled data set. This is the inference step and is done by maximizing the conditional distribution of the labels given the feature vectors and the parameter set. This can be written as
where Y is the array of labels for the nodes. Optimizations based on graph cuts [6] , [12] , [5] , [16] are a popular method to do this kind of maximization as they are guaranteed to find the global maximum when binary labels are required.
Map Quality Assessment Using a CRF
The previous section outlined the general CRF framework as an undirected graphical model comprising of nodes and edges. In this section, the use of a pairwise CRF framework for the purpose of binary classification of portions of a given point-cloud map is described. As stated earlier, the given point-cloud is segmented into plane patches consisting of a subset of points. These plane patches constitute the nodes and their alignment with neighboring plane patches constitute the edges. When selecting the neighborhood for each plane, care must be taken that enough contextual information is provided while the computation costs of inference and learning are not compromised. In this work, the neighborhood system is defined as the four closest plane patches to the current plane patch with respect to euclidean distance within a radius of s meters.
Plausible and Suspicious Portions of a Map
The binary labels considered for this work are "plausible" and "suspicious", that is, at the time of labelling the questions considered are -"is the subset of points acceptable as a plane patch?" and "is the alignment of the plane patch with respect to its neighbors reasonable?" Both these questions can be answered based on spatial geometry of the point-cloud. To check if a subset of points represent a plane patch, the metrics defined should measure how accurately the points fit a plane and whether the fitted plane is more two-dimensional than cubic in nature. To check if the alignment between neighboring plane patches is reasonable, the various cases of alignments first needs to explored. These alignments can be broadly classified into plane patches that are parallel, those that are not parallel, but do not intersect and those that intersect. The alignments are shown in figure (1) . Of these alignments, table (1) describes those that are considered acceptable and those that are not. These somewhat intuitive considerations based on geometry can be formalized within the CRF framework by way of the feature functions.
Feature Functions
This section describes the features that reconstruct the intuitive considerations into functions that can be used in the CRF as node and edge potentials. The feature vectors, f k , g k along with the parameter set, Θ estimated in the learning step, is used to label the plane patches (refer equations (3),(4),(5) in the previous section). The features for the vector f k or node potential are defined by x i1 ,..., x ik and the features for the vector g k or edge potential are defined as x ij1 , ..., x ijk .
Node Features
Intuitively, these features describe the representation of the subset of points as a plane. Three geometric properties are considered:
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1. the mean-squared error of fit, to evaluate how accurately the points fit a plane
2. the cosine-distance between the plane normal and the z-axis, to evaluate the direction of the plane as this work considers only vertical planes
3. and the aspect ratio of the plane patch as a measure of variation along the normal, to evaluate how two-dimensional the plane patch is
In equations 6 -8, x i1 , x i2 , x i3 denote the features of the i th plane patch, M i refers to the number of points in the i th plane patch, d j→i is the distance of each point j in the i th plane patch to plane patch fitted, Z is the Z axis vector, n i is the normal to the i th plane patch, V i is the volume of the 3D convex hull fitted to the points in the i th plane patch and A i is the area of the 2D convex hull fitted to the points of the i th plane patch, projected to the XY plane.
Edge Features
The purpose of the edge features is to encode our intuitive understanding of how plausible or suspicious local plane configurations are (see Table 1 ).
Some measures that would give an idea of this alignment are the distance between the plane patches, the area of plane patches that overlap and if the plane patches intersect, the ratio of the distances between the patch edge and the line of intersection.
1. Plane separation: there are various methods of calculating the distance between adjacent plane patches.
Here we consider only the shortest distance between points in both plane patches,
where ρ ij denotes the closest distance between the plane patches i and j, M i and M j represent the number of points in plane patches i and j respectively and d mn is the distance between points m and n. Based on this distance, the a plausibility measure can be weighted such that plane patches close to each other are weighted 1.
where W ij is the weight, ρ ij is the closest distance between the plane patches and τ is the distance at which plausibility of alignment between the plane patches becomes true. 2. Area of overlap: The maximum of the areas of the i th plane patch projected on the j th plane patch and of the j th plane patch projected on the i th plane patch is taken. This is then normalized with the minimum of areas of the i th and the j th plane patches projected onto the XY plane. This is illustrated in figure  (2(b) ) and written as
where A ij is the overlapping area, A i→j is the area of i th plane patch projected on the j th plane patch, A j→i is the area of the j th plane patch projected on the i th plane patch, A i and A j are the areas of the plane patches i and j respectively. 3. Location of line of intersection with respect to plane boundaries: this property concerns intersecting plane patches only and is defined as 0 when the plane patches are parallel. In this measure, the line of intersection between the patches is found and the distance between this line and the edges of the patches are computed.
The ratio between the minimum distance and maximum distance is taken. This is illustrated in figure (2(a) ) and written as inria-00201216, version 1 -27 Dec 2007
where R ij is the minimum of ratio, r ij and r ji , r ij is the ratio of the distances between the line of intersection and the boundaries of plane patch p 1 and r ji is the ratio of the distances between the line of intersection and the boundaries of plane patch p 2 . . The minimum of rij and rji gives the ratio R ij . In the overlap area measure calculation, A i→j is the area bounded by EC of plane AC and A j→i is the area bounded by BF of plane BD.A i is the area of plane BD and A j is the area of plane AC. A ij is computed as given in equation (11) The above properties can be combined into a quantitative measure of plausibility of the joint configuration of the i th and the j th plane patch, x ij , as
where the terms are as defined above. By definition, plausible configurations should attain high values and suspicious configurations should attain low values.
Model Learning and Inference
The set of CRF model parameters, Θ, is learnt using a labelled training set of plane patches. For each patch in the set the unary features are evaluated using equ. 6 -8 and the binary features (over a fixed size neighborhood) are evaluated using equ. 9 -13. The so determined x i and x ij are substituted for f k and g k in equation 4 and the parameter set Θ is learnt using maximum psuedo-likelihood estimation [15] . Once the model parameters have been learnt the conditional distribution p Θ (y|x) of new data can be classified by once again determining the relevant x i and x ij and substituting for f k , g k and Θ in equation 3. This conditional probability is then maximized using Graph Cuts optimization [6] in order to determine the most likely set of labels Y (equation 5).
Experimental Results
In this section, the effectiveness of the above algorithm is illustrated using data gathered in an urban environment by a mobile robot. A mobile platform equipped with a 3D SICK laser scanner was used to capture this inria-00201216, version 1 -27 Dec 2007 Figure shows the magnified section of a map in 3D that has been classified by the algorithm. The "plausible" portions are marked in blue and the "suspicious" portions in red. For clarity, the plan view of this portion is also shown, above the magnified portion. In (a, c), the two plane patches are at a reasonable distance apart. Hence the algorithm correctly labels this portion as "plausible". In (b, d), there are two planes that intersect, however not representing a corner. This is correctly labelled as "suspicious".
data. The environment chosen was that of a typical urban environment consisting of office buildings, roadways, foliage, railings, people, moving cars and archways. The 3D point-cloud map built by the mapping algorithm was first segmented into plane patches using a region growing based approach [20] . Then these planes were manually labelled as "plausible" and "suspicious" based on how well the plane fitted the points and on the alignment of the planes with its neighbors. Approximately, 30, 000 points segmented into 150 planes that were representative of the data, was then used in the training step. Maximum psuedo-likelihood using the CRFtoolbox 1 was run until convergence and used to learn the parameter set, Θ. On inspection of the parameter set, it was found that the weight for the mean-squared error of fit feature (equation (6)) was a factor of two less than the weights for the other node features. This is because of the relatively good plane segmentation performed. The weight for the edge feature was factor of ten higher than the the weights for the node features. This makes the labelling more sensitive to the alignments between the plane patches, which is desired.
Using this parameter set, Θ, the plane patches from the test data were then labelled as "plausible" and "suspicious" in the inference step using Graph Cuts. Figure (3) shows a magnified section of a map that has been classified by the algorithm. The "plausible" portions are marked in blue and the "suspicious" portions in red. For clarity, the plan view of this portion is also shown above the 3D view. In figures (3(a), 3(c) ), the "plausible" region of the map consists of a stretch of wall on either side of the robot's pathway. Since these two plane patches are at a reasonable distance apart, the classifier correctly labels this portion as "plausible". Figure shows a 3D view of a map consisting of 1323 planes that has been classified by the algorithm. The plan view is shown above the 3D view for better clarity. The same color code of blue for "plausible" and red for "suspicious" is used here. Of particular interest are the regions marked A, B, C, D, E and F . In region A, the point-cloud alignment is in keeping with the environment and the algorithm has correctly labelled this region as "plausible". The regions B, D and E all have plane patches intersecting with each other due to the misalignment caused by the re-traversal of the robot. The three regions are correctly labelled "suspicious". When two plane patches are parallel and very close to each other, it is labelled as "suspicious". Hence region C is labelled "suspicious". Region F actually represents an archway in the environment. Since the map quality algorithm considers only simple plane geometry, this region is incorrectly labelled as "suspicious". Future work will include features to consider this case.
In figures (3(b), 3(d) ), the two planes are intersecting. However, this does not represent a corner and it is not acceptable for two plane patches to intersect like this. These two plane patches are correctly labelled as "suspicious".
Figure (4) shows a map consisting of 1323 planes that has been classified by the algorithm. The same color code of blue for "plausible" and red for "suspicious" is used here as well. The pathway of the robot consists of an initial stretch of road lined with office buildings. The robot then goes around a building twice before continuing further down the path under an archway. The point-cloud is rendered from odometry.
Of particular interest are the regions marked A, B, C, D, E and F . The region A shows the region in the map that is marked as "plausible". The environment is this region consists of a office buildings lined on either side of the road. It is seen that the point-cloud alignment is in keeping with the environment and the algorithm has correctly labelled this region as "plausible" (blue in color). The next portion of the map shows the re-traversal of the robot on that path causing misalignment of the plane patches. The regions B, D and E all have plane patches intersecting with each other which are considered as "suspicious" alignment in the algorithm. These the algorithm labels correctly as "suspicious" (red in color). The region C is labelled as "suspicious" due to there being plane patches separated by a very small distance. The region F is actually an archway in the environment. The segmentation algorithm returns planes that are intersecting in this region. However, since the map quality algorithm considers only simple plane geometry, this region is considered as two plane patches intersecting at the middle of the patches and hence labelled "suspicious". Future work will include features to consider cases such as archways as well. It is seen that the classifier labels the gross errors in mapping as "suspicious". The percentage of correct classification was found to be 80.42%. Table ( 2) summarize the results achieved in terms of a confusion matrix. When the classifier returns a "plausible" label for a plane patch, it was found that 94.18% of the times the correct label was "plausible". The false positive rate was found to be 5.81%. Similarly, when the classifier returns a "suspicious" label for a plane patch, it was found that 65.51% of the times it was the correct label and the false negative rate was 34.48%. This is due to a conservative labelling of training data as only those planes that are definitely "plausible" should be labelled as that.
Conclusions
This work addresses the problem of measuring the quality of maps in retrospection. A measure of map quality is necessary for assessing how accurately the environment has been mapped, once the map is built. In this paper, a 3D point-cloud map is classified into binary classes of "plausible" and "suspicious". The problem of classifying the regions of the given map is modelled as a Conditional Random Field framework, by segmenting the map into plane patches and considering these plane patches as nodes. Since CRFs capture the neighborhood dependencies, the alignment between patches also contribute to the classification. A probability distribution of the array of labels is obtained which is maximized using graph cuts. The method is illustrated using data gathered by 3D laser scanners from an urban environment. The algorithm labels the gross errors in mapping as "suspicious". The particular case of archways is erroneously classified as "suspicious". Future work will include features that considers this case as well.
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